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Abstract. Knowledge management (KM) is one element that determines New Product Development (NPD)
success. This study explores how KM can be integrated with NPD practically, for resource-limited
organisations to analyse their extant KM tools and focus on ones that are most critical to their NPD. With
insights gained from extant literature, it is concluded that the practicality of extant frameworks is not yet
satisfactory, particularly in the balance between the depth of analysis and the resources required for analysis.
This study proposes an alternative approach of analysing KM needs based on a short- and a long-term
perspective of NPD. Based on this approach, a NPD KM analysis roadmap is developed. It contains four
intermediate options from simple to sophisticated complexity, for resource-limited organisations to
effectively analyse their extant KM tools according to the resources available, but also able to improve the
depth of their analysis when it becomes appropriate overtime.
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1. Introduction
The ability to execute New Product Development (NPD) efficiently and effectively is critical for
organisations to remain competitive in a global environment [1]. In the context of research and development
(R&D) and manufacturing, the execution of NPD includes phases such as preliminary assessments, detailed
investigations, development, testing and validations, and full production and market launches [2]. Most
companies have their own NPD phase modified according to their needs. Söderquist argues, “the complex
knowledge flows in NPD are crucial for advancing the (NPD) process but difficult to manage” [3],
suggesting NPD is a knowledge-intensive process [4]. Knowledge is hence one of the elements that
determine NPD success. Knowledge management (KM) processes include identifying, creating, acquiring,
using, sharing and storing individual and collective knowledge [5]. In an NPD context, KM can potentially
shorten product launch time [6], and allow organisations to suffer less work delays caused by staff turnover
[7].
Despite the benefits of KM, there is a scarcity in practical models to analyse KM in an NPD environment
[8], especially for evaluating whether particular activities and IT software for KM processes ― defined as
KM tools in this study ― are beneficial to an organisation’s NPD. One gap in this context is the absence of
clear distinctions between different KM needs within NPD, which leads to an ambiguous integration of NPD
and KM. The KM solutions for NPD hence generate a common notion that NPD success requires
involvement from all staff for all KM processes. This ideal is difficult to achieve for companies limited by
resources such as Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). Kraaijenbrink et al. suggest that some SMEs
do not adopt specific KM tools because the cost of the tools are beyond their ability [9]. With no clear NPD
and KM integration, companies adopt KM processes and tools without knowing what their critical NPD
needs are, making value measurement and justification of KM process effectiveness difficult. Hence, the
question this study explores is how KM can be integrated with NPD practically, for resource-limited
organisations to analyse their extant KM tools and focus on ones that are most critical to NPD.

2. Extant Options and Their Practicality for Resource-Limited Organisation
Through a focus on integrating KM processes and tools required during NPD, one option appeared
amongst extant studies is considering NPD as one phase. This option emphasizes the NPD and KM
integration on the notion that “NPD is an activity that requires intensive knowledge”. This leads to the
exploration of “what type of knowledge is required by NPD?” and hence the distinctions of tacit/explicit and
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internal/external knowledge. Based on the knowledge distinctions, corresponding KM processes and tools
are generally discussed in detail in these studies. Kraaijenbrink et al.’s KM watermill model [10] is one study
that represents this option. Kraaijenbrink et al. suggest that obtaining knowledge is represented by three KM
stages where ‘identification’ and ‘acquisition’ are specific to external knowledge, and ‘utilisation’ is
applicable to both internal and external knowledge in NPD. The three KM stages are generated by KM
activities such as codification, detection, assessment, transferring, nurturing, elicitation and motivation.
Although Kraaijenbrink et al.’s framework has highlights different types and depths of knowledge required
in the generation, selection, and design stages within NPD, the study does not further distinguish the three
NPD stages in the context of KM process and companion tools. Other representative examples can be found
in [6, 11]. Most frameworks in this option emphasize the differences between tacit and explicit knowledge;
some will further distinguish between internal and external knowledge sources. These distinctions are
significant because business nature and NPD strategy determine organisations’ preference of knowledge type
and source [9, 12], they are hence critical features for NPD KM frameworks.
This option provides users an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the types of knowledge
required by NPD, and the different KM processes and tools available. However, the exploration tend to stop
with different types of knowledge require by NPD – lacking further investigation of different aspects of NPD,
perceiving NPD more or less as a black box. This perhaps simplifies NPD and allows more focus on the
analyses between different types of knowledge, KM processes, and KM tools. But without distinguishing the
contribution of individual KM processes or tools to specific needs of NPD, it then creates an underlying
assumption that all KM processes and companion tools have similar effects on NPD, which is not necessarily
appropriate. Furthermore, without further acknowledging the nature of NPD in the context of KM, NPD
becomes no different to other organisational functions or processes that “require intensive knowledge”. And
if organisations analyse their KM based on this approach, their findings, as well as solutions, are likely to be
generic. Whether a NPD specific framework is required is then questionable, using a generic KM framework
for analysis may just be as effective. This however, is not suggesting that this approach is ineffective for
improving NPD. But because this study aims to break down the analysis further for resource-limited
organisations to focus on aspects that are most critical to their NPD, a more in-depth focus on NPD is
perhaps more practical.
Another option appeared amongst extant studies is breaking the NPD black box and analysing each NPD
phase individually. This forces the users to closely investigate the needs of each phase, beyond the tendency
of perceiving NPD as a knowledge-intensive activity. For instant, what type of KM processes and tools does
‘testing and validation’ phase needs? Are there specific KM tools used by the engineers in this phase that
other phases do not require? Are these tools actually improving the ‘testing and validation’ phase? This
option has the potential to provide an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the types of
knowledge required by NPD, and the different KM processes and tools available like the studies in the first
option, which appears to be closer to what this study seeks. However, such detailed analyses are likely to
result in each NPD phase containing KM processes and companion tools that are also applicable to other
NPD phases. This overlap is expected because each NPD phase is essentially a knowledge exercise, and
some processes and tools are simply fundamental to each exercise. The overlapping processes and tools will
generate a complex framework, which requires many resources to generate. One study that represents this
option is McGrath and Walsh’s matrix framework [13]. It analyses multiple KM processes juxtaposed to
NPD phases; the outcome is a matrix with various KM tools used in different KM processes of varying NPD
phases. An example of those tools is ‘management-integrated CAD simulation’ as a knowledge-creation KM
tool during the project development phase. However, the case study presented in this study focuses on how
the case company’s IT can assist KM, the KM tools listed in the matrix framework hence focus on accessing
explicit knowledge. Another representative example can be found in [14]. There is also a group of studies
(such as [15, 16]) that design software architecture framework development for KM systems, categorising
NPD knowledge items and linking knowledge items and their repositories systematically. Although these
frameworks state clear relationships between knowledge items and NPD phases, which fit into the second
group of studies, they generally focus on explicit knowledge items such as CAD components or engineering
drawings. Hence, the KM processes tend to be related only to explicit knowledge. Despite the in-depth
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understanding this approach can potentially offer, whether resource-limited organisations can devote the
resources for regular evaluations is questionable.
From the review above, it is concluded that the practicality of extant framework for resource-limited
organisations is not yet satisfactory, particularly in the balance between the depth of analysis and the
resources required for analysis. It is therefore useful to propose a roadmap, with several intermediate options
from simple to sophisticated complexity, for these organisations to effectively analyse their extant KM tools
according to the resources available, but also able to improve the depth of their analysis when it becomes
appropriate overtime.

3. A NPD KM Analysis Roadmap with ‘Short- and Long-Term NPD
Perspectives’
The two NPD KM integration options discussed above analyse the KM needs of NPD by either
perceiving NPD as a single phase or dividing into various execution phases. This study, based on
Kraaijenbrink et al.’s argument that, “on the one hand, NPD requires long-term capabilities, such as design
and research competences, while on the other hand, it also requires knowledge that might just be collected
instantaneously, like new product ideas or properties of a specific material” [10], proposes an alternative
approach, which analyses KM needs based on a short- and a long-term perspective of NPD. Below is the
proposal of four intermediate options of the NPD KM analysis roadmap.

3.1. Option 1
Based on the notion that not all KM processes and tools serve NPD needs immediately; some have longterm impacts on organisational learning that reflect on NPD performance in the long run, Option 1 deploys
the short-term knowledge need of NPD (“how can we meet the NPD requirements?”) and long-term
knowledge need of NPD (“how can we maintain the new NPD knowledge for future reuse?”) to distinguish
between different KM tools (Figure 1). A common scenario for most organisations is a better performance in
short-term NPD perspective than long-term [8].

Fig. 1: Option 1 (short- and long-term NPD perspectives)

3.2. Option 2
To better describe a complete knowledge flow during NPD, it is possible to divide each perspective into
sub processes. Figure 2 illustrates six main processes for the short- and long-term NPD perspectives. It
should be noted that, when knowledge is identified and extracted to be applied to NPD, the knowledge can
either be from internal or external sources; when new NPD knowledge is recognised and extracted, it is
eventually stored in the internal knowledge source. Furthermore, knowledge flow should be a constant
process throughout the entire NPD, especially for the long-term perspective. Valuable knowledge is lost if
companies execute long-term sub processes only near the end of NPD.

Fig. 2: Option 2 (additional sub processes)

3.3. Option 3
As mentioned above, clear distinctions between different types of knowledge is critical because
organisations tend to have their preferences on the type of knowledge they utilise, and this will reflect on the
KM tools they adopt. To acknowledge this, Option 3 further distinguishes the tacit and explicit knowledge in
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each sub process. Figure 3 has several tool examples for each type of knowledge in each sub process The
advantage of this option is to enable organisations to gain a further understanding on what sub processes are
involved in their NPD. And more importantly, this complexity allows them to 1) identify any missing KM
tools for different sub processes; 2) match the function of their KM tools against different sub processes and
evaluate their contributions in the context of NPD; 3) determine whether sufficient resources are deploy to
the type of knowledge they wish to focus on.
A1) Explicit knowledge detection and retrieval
Information retrieval search engines, data mining
software, decision support systems and
knowledge map
External knowledge source
Explicit
knowledge

Tacit
knowledge

B1) Explicit knowledge distribution
Intranet/Web portal, shared drives and emails
B2) Tacit knowledge distribution
Communication groupware (text, audio or
video) and casual face-to-face discussions

A2) Tacit knowledge elicitation and retrieval
Knowledge source map, talent yellow page and
brainstorming
(A) Identify the required knowledge for NPD and extract
It from the external or internal knowledge sources

(B) Distribute the knowledge
identified to other relevant members

C1) Assimilation and application
Disciplinary tools such as CAD for mechanical
engineering, PCB and electronics design software
for electronics engineering, andprogramming
tools for software engineering.

(C) Apply the knowledge to NPD
Internal knowledge source
Existing explicit
knowledge

Short-term NPD perspective

Existing tacit
knowledge

New product development
(F) Preserve the knowledge into internal
knowledge sources for future reuse
F1) Explicit knowledge s storage
Content management system, shared
databases and knowledge map
F2) Tacit knowledge storage (metadata)
Knowledge source map, talent yellow page,
and ccommunication groupware (text,
audio or video)

Long-term NPD perspective
(E) Create the knowledge
E1) Explicit knowledge codification, iteration
General recording and editing software
E2) Tacit knowledge transfer and dissemination
Formal/informal experience workshop and training

(D) Recognise and extract the newly generated knowledge
D1) Explicit knowledge filtering and linking
Data mining and information retrieval search engines
D2) Tacit knowledge elicitation and capture
Experience workshops and interviews

Fig. 3: Option 3 (additional distinctions on types of NPD knowledge)

3.4. Option 4
The last option is to conduct individual analysis proposed above to all NPD phases (Figure 4), which is
the closet to the second type of studies discussed in the literature review. This option requires the most effort
to conduct – but it certainly provides the most insights of organisational KM. Nevertheless, it is optional to
conduct the analysis on certain NPD phases only. This depends on the focus of the organisations and their
resources available.

Fig. 4: Option 4 (individual analysis for each NPD phase)

3.5. Practical Implications
The four options above comprise the NPD KM analysis roadmap, which enables organisations to identify
critical gaps between their current KM performances and the ideal outcome in different depths, depending on
the resources available. A brief guideline on conducting the analysis, organisations should 1) identify their
extant KM tools; 2) select a framework they would like to deploy (Figure 5 is an example of Option 3) and
adjust their sub processes or NPD phases accordingly; 3) match the function of their KM tools against
different sub processes and evaluate their contribution in the context of NPD (contribution evaluation is not
included in Figure 5 due to space limitation); 4) identify missing KM tools (in this case, there are missing
tools in sub process D1).
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Fig. 5: Option 3 application

4. Conclusion
For resources-limited organisations to gain a better understanding of how their present KM processes
and tools add value to NPD, this study explores how KM can better integrate with NPD. The outcome is a
NPD KM analysis roadmap with four options focusing on short- and long-term perspectives of NPD needs
from KM. Since this study is a theoretical proposal, future empirical validation is essential.
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